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The electronic structure and size scaling of spectroscopic observables in conjugated polymers are investi-
gated using time-dependent density functional theory. We show that local density approximations and gradient-
corrected functionals do not have an effective attractive Coulomb interaction between photoexcited electron-
hole pairs to form bound states and therefore do not reproduce finite exciton sizes. Long-range nonlocal and
nonadiabatic density functional correctionsssuch as hybrid mixing with an exact Hartree-Fock exchanged are
necessary to capture correct delocalization of photoexcitations in one-dimensional polymeric chains.
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An ability to model complex behavior of organic matter
on the nanometer length scale is necessary for our under-
standing of fundamental electronic processes and designing
new functional materials and devices. This frequently re-
quires inclusion of electronic correlations and coupling of
electrons to molecular structure. Time-dependent density
functional theorysTD-DFTd recently became an effective
tool for calculation of electronic excitations in both finite
molecular systems and solids.1,2 Being an extension of static
DFT, TD-DFT is based on mapping of a time-dependent in-
teracting system to a noninteracting Kohn-ShamsKSd system
with the same density driven by an external perturbation.1–3

In principle, TD-DFT is exact upon knowledge of the under-
lying functionals. Systematic development of functionals has
been conducted for ground state properties and resulted in a
significant improvement of static DFT performance.4 How-
ever, sophisticated functionals do not necessary improve
electronic spectra of molecules and solids, and strategies for
systematic improvement of TD-DFT are yet to be developed.

TD-DFT accounts for many-body effects in the time-
dependent exchange-correlationsxcd potential vxc and its
functional derivativefxc.

1–3 Understanding and derivingfxc
are central goals in the improvement of TD-DFT. The fre-
quently employed adiabatic approximation, which neglects
memory effects in the density, does not always produces ac-
curate results.5 For example, in solids it fails to capture ex-
citonic effects.6 Recent studies explored the connection of
TD-DFT to Görling-Levy perturbation theory,7,8 the GW
approximation6,7 sGWAd, and the Bethe-Salpeter equation
sBSEd.9–11The latter, for example, showed that inclusion of a
long-range tails,1/q2d to fxc is necessary for reproducing of
optical spectra in solids. The frequency dependence of thefxc
kernel12,13 is also necessary for reproducing double excita-
tions in finite molecules.14 Many theoretical studies using
first-principles computations such as TD-DFT are currently
focused on conjugated polymers, which are important mate-
rials for a number of optoelectronic and photonic
applications.15,16 The complex electronic structure of these
molecular systems reflects an interplay between many-body

correlations and electron-phonon coupling.16–18 Most of the
previous studies of excited state structure in conjugated poly-
mers with DFT methods utilized periodic boundary condition
and the adiabatic local density approximationsALDA d
coupled with correlated GWA and BSE approaches.19–21

Studies of finite size oligomers have been reported as well
se.g., Ref. 22d. For example, the exciton binding energy was
found to be strongly affected by intermolecular
interactions20,21compared to the isolated chains.19 The recent
nonlocal density current Vignale-Kohn functional23 has
shown great promise by reproducing size scaling of static
polarizablities in several conjugated chains.24

In this Brief Report we explore the applicability of differ-
ent models of density functionals for resonant optical prop-
erties of one-dimensional conjugated polymers ranging from
the small oligomers in the regime of quantum confinement
all the way to the infinite chain length limit. We focus on
how well various DFT functionals reproduce the correct scal-
ing of spectroscopic observables with the system size and
investigate appearing failures of the ALDA and gradient-
corrected models. We start with computations of electronic
excitations in the oligomers of various lengthssN=2–20d of
poly sp-phenylene vinylened sPPVd shown in the inset of Fig.
1 using theGaussian 98suite.25 The results of this study will be
similar for any other one-dimensional polymeric chain fea-
turing delocalizedp-electronic system, irrespective of par-
ticular chemical composition.15 A 6-31G basis set was used
for all calculations. Molecular geometries have been opti-
mized using the Hartree-FocksHFd approach, which we pre-
viously found26 to be is superior to the DFT approach by
reproducing accurately the bond length alternation parameter
in similar conjugated systems when compared to experiment.
Next we calculated up to 20 singlet electronic states for each
molecule using TD-DFT coupled with different functionals.
We employed most commonly used functionals such as
ALDA, gradient-corrected functionalsfPerdew, Burke, and
Ernzerhof functionalsPBEd and Becke, Lee, Yang, and Parr
functional sBLYPdg, and hybrid functionals fBecke
3-parameter hybrid functionalsB3LYPd, hybrid Perdew,
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Burke, and Ernzerhof functionalsPBE1PBEd, and hybrid
half-and-half functional sBHandHd, which contain 20%,
25%, and 50% of HF exchange, respectivelyg. Calculations
using the TD-HF approach coupled withab initio and semi-
empirical INDO/S Hamiltonians were conducted as well to
explore the limiting case with 100% of HF exchange.

The results for the lowest singlet excited states1Bud of
PPV, which plays a major role in absorption, photolumines-
cence, and carrier transport, are shown in Fig. 1. As
expected,27 calculated band gap frequencies exhibit nearly
linear scaling with the inverse chain length saturating to the
constants in a long chain limit for all methodsstop paneld.
ALDA and gradient corrected functionals produce very simi-
lar results. Hybrid functionals result in a consistent blueshift
of the transition energy depending on the amount of HF ex-
change present in the functional. Overall B3LYP results for
both small sN=2d molecule s4.2 eVd and infinite polymer
s2.4 eVd are in the best agreement with experiments4.1 and
2.5 eV, respectivelyd whereas pure DFT functionals consis-
tently underestimate the band gaps. The bottom panel of Fig.
1 displays variation of the corresponding oscillator strengths
f as a function of chain length. Only HF and hybrid func-
tionals produce the correct linear scaling off with the chain
length. Oscillator strengths calculated with ALDA and
gradient-corrected functionals exhibit drastically different
scaling properties that are inconsistent with simple physical
reasoning and experimental observations.

To rationalize these trends we further use two-
dimensional real-space analysis of transition densitiessjndmn,
representing the electronic transitions between the ground
state and electronically excited states.27 In the TD-HF ap-
proach, the diagonal elements of these quantitiessjndnn rep-
resent the net charge induced in thenth atom by an external

field. The off-diagonal elementssjndmn with mÞn represent
the joint probability amplitude of finding an electron and a
hole located at themth andnth atoms, respectively.27 Thus,
the transition densities make it possible to interpret elec-
tronic transitions with optically induced charges and elec-
tronic coherences. A very similar interpretation can be ap-
plied to the transition densities obtained with TD-DFT
approaches.

The left column of Fig. 2 displays contour plots of the
transition densities corresponding to several low-lying ex-
cited states in PPV20 calculated usingab initio TD-HF
method. The band gap transitions1d has the largest oscillator
strength and is very similar to that calculated with semi-
empirical Hamiltonians.27 This picture shows that the
electron-hole pair created upon optical excitation is delocal-
ized over the entire chainsdiagonal in the plotd. The exciton

FIG. 1. Scaling and saturation of calculated and experimental
sRef. 22d band-gaps1Bu stated energiesstop paneld and the respec-
tive oscillator strengths with the PPV oligomer size. The inset
shows the structure of PPV.

FIG. 2. sColord Contour plots of transition density matrices from
the ground state to low-energy excited states in PPV20. The insets
give corresponding state number, oscillator strength, and transition
frequency. The axis labels represent individual repeat units along
the oligomer chain. The color code is given at the bottom. Each plot
depicts probabilities of an electron moving from one molecular po-
sition shorizontal axisd to anothersvertical axisd upon electronic
excitation.
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size is about 2 repeat unitsslargest off-diagonal extent of the
nonzero matrix aread. Higher-lying electronic transitions
have an increasing number of diagonal nodesse.g., no. 3 is
broken into the three partsd.28 These states can be interpreted
as transitions with nonzero angular momenta in the limit of
the infinite chain length.28,29 The right column of Fig. 2 dis-
plays transition densities calculated using the TD-ALDA
method. These are dramatically different from the TD-HF
densities. It is immediately obvious that the band-gap transi-
tion 1 does not correspond to thebound excitonstate. An
electron tends to stay in the first half when a hole is in the
second half of the chainsor vice versad. This indicates an
effective repulsiveCoulomb interaction between an electron
and a hole. The diagonal elements are small and, therefore,
the oscillator strength of this transition is low. Higher-lying
electronic transitions are also completely delocalized having
similar well-separated electron-hole pairs and weak oscillator
strengths. The energetic spacing between electronic states is
reduced compared to that in the TD-HF method. Thus ALDA
and gradient corrected functionalssnot shownd result in a
band of quasidegenerate states corresponding tounbound ex-
citonswith the oscillator strength of the band gap dispersed
among many states. This explains the anomalous scaling be-
havior of the band-gap oscillator strength in Fig. 1. In con-
trast, all hybrid functionals that mix the HF exchange with
ALDA and gradient corrections have a bound exciton state.
The middle column of Fig. 2 shows results obtained with the
TD-B3LYP methods20% of HF exchanged. The structure of
TD-B3LYP transition densities is very similar to the structure
of TD-HF densities. However, the exciton size is larger and
grows for higher electronic states. The electron-hole interac-
tion can be interpreted as a competition between a long-
range Coulomb attraction induced by HF exchange and local
strong repulsion brought by the ALDA component. The size
of the exciton and, therefore, an effective Coulomb attraction
between an electron and a hole depend on the amount of the
HF exchange in the functional.

Figure 3 emphasizes this attraction-repulsion interplay by
showing variations of the band-gap energy and the highest
occupied-lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals gapsHOMO-
LUMOd for small and large chains as a function of the
Hamiltonian model. The band-gap energy is smaller than the
HOMO-LUMO gap for both molecules in the HF method
because an effective electron-hole attraction stabilizes the
HOMO-LUMO gap swhich corresponds to noninteracting
particlesd. In contrast, the situation is opposite in ALDA and
gradient-corrected models in the smallsN=2d molecule due
to electron-hole repulsion. In the largesN=20d chain, when
an electron and a hole can be well separated and their local-
ized repulsion is no longer relevant, the band gap asymptoti-
cally coincides with the HOMO-LUMO gapsa typical prop-
erty of TD-DFT in solids10,11d.

Thus pure TD-ALDA and TD-HF methods roughly repre-
sent two extreme cases of Wannier-Mott and Frenkel exci-
tons, repectively. Previous theoretical and experimental stud-
ies have unambiguously shown that conjugated polymers
belong to an intermediate class, which can be described by
hybrid functionals spaning all ranges between HF and ALDA
extremes. For example, the exciton size in PPV is about 6–7
sB3LYPd, 5–6 sPBE1PBEd, 3–4 sBHandHd repeat units in

TD-DFT approaches compared to 4–5 repeat units in the
INDO/S semiempirical model,17,27 5–6 sRef. 30d and 4–5
sRef. 31d repeat units in correlated GWA and BSE abinitio
approaches, and 5–7 repeat units in experiment32–34 sgiven
the uncertainty of conformational disorder and interchain in-
teractionsd.

To rationalize these numerical results we consider a
model density functional based on the Pariser-Parr-Pople
Hamiltonian for an infinite one-dimensionalp-conjugated
spolyened chain, where each carbon atomn has a singlep
orbital with the nearest-neighbor hoppingt2n,2n±1
=s1±z /2dt0 sz being Peierls distortion parameterd.27 On the
level of adiabatic TD-DFT, the system can be described as
classical dynamics in the phase space of KS single-electron
density matricesrmn with the KS Hamiltonian

Hsrd = o
n
Stn,n+1rn+1,n +

1

2o
mn

Um−nrmmrnn

+ cx
1

2o
mn

Um−nrmnrnm+ ExcsrnndD , s1d

where Um−n stands for the Coulomb potential andExc is a
local functionalsif the orbital overlap is neglectedd. The hy-
brid mixing parametercxø1 sRef. 4d accounts for the
amount of HF exchange. Since the symmetry breaking, the
ground state is represented by the bond-length alternation
wave with rnn=0.5 for all n. This implies that the ground-
state Coulomb and exchange-correlation potentials are ho-
mogeneous, and the KS orbitals are determined by the hop-
ping term solely. In the momentum representation and the

FIG. 3. Variation of HOMO-LUMO gap and band gap energies
as a function of Hamiltonian model in short, PPV2 stop paneld and
long, PPV20 smiddle paneld oligomers, which mimic confined and
infinite chain limits, respectively. The bottom panel schematically
shows an effective potential between an electron and a hole in the
hybrid TD-DFT case.
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basis set of molecular orbitalsscharacterized by their mo-
menta −pøsøp with respect to the discrete translation over
a unit celld, the linear response is given by the deviationsjss8
of the particle-hole components of the KS density matrix
from its ground state.29 Since the total momentum of the
electron-hole pair is a well-defined quantum number, the
modes with zero momentum contributing the optical re-
sponse can be described by the functionsf±ssd sf+ and f−

being particle-hole and hole-particle components, respec-
tivelyd. Since typicallyuf−u! uf+u, we setf−ssd=0 for a quali-
tative analysis.

The hybrid density functional casefEq. s1dg can be con-
sidered within the framework of Ref. 29 by weighting the
exchange terms withcx and using the renormalized potential
Um−n

r =Um−n+dmnfxcsrnn=0.5d sfxc=vxc8 =Exc9 d to include the
effects of correlations. We can then recast the TD-HF eigen-
mode equationfEq. sD9d in Ref. 29g for TD-DFT case in a
form

fessd − Vgf+ssd + cxE ds8

2p
Vs0dss− s8df+ss8d

+ Vsrds0dE ds8

2p
f+ss8d = 0, s2d

with essd=2t0fz2+2s1−z2ds1+cossdg1/2, V is an excitation
frequency, andVs0dss−s8d is an effective Coulomb potential
fEq. sD10d in Ref. 29g. The presence of HF exchange is
accounted for by two numbers: The coefficientcx and the
renormalized quantityVsrds0d.0 (instead ofVs1ds0d.0 fEq.
sD10d in Ref. 29g used in the pure TD-HF case). Using an
effective mass approximation and switching back to the co-
ordinate representation, Eq.s2d can be interpreted as a one-
dimensional Schrödinger equation where thecxV

s0d term rep-
resents a long-range binding potential, whereas theVsrds0d

term stands for a local repulsive contact potentialssee bot-
tom panel in Fig. 3d. This implies that without HF hybrid
mixing a bound state cannot be formed in an infinite system,
and the optical gap is given by the HOMO-LUMO gap. Note
that Vs1ds0d.0 reflects the repulsive nature of the electron-
electron Coulomb interaction, whereas the binding property
of Vs0d in Eq. s2d is inherited from the attractive nature of the
Fock exchangesi.e., the Coulomb attractive electron-hole in-
teractiond.

In conclusion, we have studied performance of the TD-
DFT approach and modern density functionals for electronic
excitations in conjugated polymers. ALDA and gradient-
corrected functionals result in unphysical unbound exciton
states due to an effective Coulomb repulsive interaction. Cor-
related methods such as GWA and BSEswhich may be built
on the top of ALDAd overcome this problem6,7,9–11but can
be practically applied only to infinite-dimensional systems
when periodic boundary conditions are imposed. Hybrid
functionals circumvent this problem as well by mixing the
exact HF exchange, which effectively is an extension to
nonadiabatic TD-DFT. The latter follows from the fact that
the Fock exchange terms, being adiabatic in terms of the KS
density matrix, can be recast as a nonadiabatic functional of
the electron density alone. An appropriate amount of the ex-
act HF exchange can be further fine-tuned by fitting to the
size scaling of experimental spectroscopic observables. Thus
hybrid functionals represent a practical and accurate way for
the correct description of excited states at all molecular
length scales from small clusters to bulk materials.
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